kilovolts, active processes are required to accelerate the ions from the source temperatures to the observed ring current temperatures [Cladis, 1986; Moore et al., 1999] . When the IMF points southward, CMEs are effective drivers of strong geomagnetic activity [Burlaga, 1991] .
One of the main characteristics of geomagnetic storms is the formation of an intense ring current [Hamilton et al., 1988] , often with an enhanced ionospheric component present [Kremser et al., 1993; Roeder et al., 1999] .
Although strong substorms occur during geomagnetic storms, storms are more than a composite of several substorms [McPherron, 1997] .
Both geomagnetic storms and substorms are rich phenomena associated with a number of different processes in various magnetospheric regions. In order to statistically characterize substorms and storms, indices derived from ground magnetic records are often used. Substorms are mostly effective at high latitudes, and hence the substorm intensity is characterized by the auroral electrojet indices AU/AL derived from auroral zone magnetograms or the 3-hour Kp index giving a more time-averaged view of the activity. On the other hand, geomagnetic storms create a strong ring current whose effects can be measured by midlatitude magnetograms. The average disturbance over several stations, the D st index, is used to characterize the storm intensity. This index is usually given as an hourly average.
The storm and substorm activity vary also on a longer timescale over the 11-year solar cycle. Whereas the substorm activity often shows a two-peaked structure, one slightly before the solar maximum and the other during the early declining phase [Nevanlinna and Pulkkinen, 1998 ], the storm occurrence peaks during the declining phase, when strong geomagnetic activity is driven by coronal mass ejections [Gosling et al., 1991] and highspeed solar wind streams originating from low-latitude coronal holes [Feldman et al., 1978] . The 11-year cycle also causes other variations in the solar effects on Earth, one of the most important for the ionospheric processes being the increase of the UV flux with solar activity, which is a potentially important part of the ionospheremagnetosphere coupling. The F10.7 radio flux is often used as a proxy for the UV flux variations.
The first three years of operation of the Polar spacecraft allow for detailed examination of the plasma composition during a very quiet period near the solar minimum and during the rising phase of the solar cycle. The Charge and Mass Magnetospheric Ion Composition Measurement / Magnetospheric Ion Composition Sensor (CAMMICE/MICS) [Wilken et al., 1992 ] is capable of measuring ions roughly in the energy range from I to 200 ke, and separating particle species as well as their charge states. The highly elliptical polar orbit with an 18-hour orbital period compromises time resolution but allows for observations at all magnetic L shells above oe-3. In this paper we compare the ion flux measurements to the interplanetary magnetic field and solar wind measurements and to the geomagnetic activity indices. Both average flux values and average energy density values are computed for hydrogen, singly and doubly charged helium, and for singly charged oxygen. The IMF, solar wind, and activity parameters are averaged over the periods when the measurements were made, and the correlation of the flux and energy density values with both the interplanetary drivers and the proxies for geomagnetic activity are examined. A specific goal of the study is to examine the ion composition changes during geomagnetically active periods (especially storms) during different phases of solar activity. If a pitch angle correction were to be applied, the standard way would be to assume a dependence on the pitch angle jeq(E, C•) = jmeas(E, W/2) sin n O•, where jeq and jmeas are the equatorial and measured fluxes, and c• is the pitch angle. However, detailed examinations of the distribution functions suggested that for the most part, the distributions within the MICS energy range were quite isotropic and that a common anisotropy factor, n, could not be found for the entire data set. Because finding the correct n is quite a complicated process [Roeder et al., 1999] , we assumed n = 0 in the statistical examination. The result of this approximation leads to a slight underestimation of the fluxes (especially for heavier ions) during storm periods and/or during lower solar activity, when the anisotropy is likely to be larger. On the other hand, n typically becomes large only for energies much higher than those covered by the CAMMICE/MICS instrument.
Plate 1 
Discussion
We have shown in this paper that the ring current ion composition varies significantly from the conditions at solar minimum (1996) Examination of the location of the peak of the energy density showed that the peak moves inward throughout the storm main phase and rapid recovery then stays at the closest location for .•1 day, after which the energy density maximum starts to move outward again. The superposed epoch analysis suggests that the most inward location is reached at the time when the D st decay rate shows a change from the rapid decay to a much slower rate. At this time, especially the oxygen energy density shows a secondary peak. This would indicate that the rapid decay period occurs during the time when the injected population is still being transported inward, whereas the slower recovery would be associated with the time when the peak of the pop-ulation has already reached the inner magnetosphere around L = 4.
In this paper we demonstrate clear changes in the ring current composition and intensity as the solar conditions changed from the minimum toward maximum activity during the 3 years of Polar operations. Polar was launced in a very fortuituous time to record the low fluxes and quiet magnetosphere near the solar minimum, and Polar has continued to produce data until the solar maximum. From the trends here, one can conclude that there are distinct effects that are associated with the long-term solar variability, which is indicative of a solar cycle dependence of the inner magnetosphere trapped population.
The correlation analyses shown here demonstrate that the processes governing the ring current intensity are complex functions of the solar wind driver as well as of the intramagnetospheric processes such as substorms.
Therefore the next step in understanding the processes will have to involve detailed analyses of each of the storm events separately, addressing the temporal sequence for each case separately. This is left as a future study.
